RESIN RIBS
$15.00ea

Size 0: 70 x 37mm
Size 1: 89 x 43mm
Size 2: 98 x 62mm
Size 3: 127 x 49mm
Size 4: 107 x 51mm
Size 5: 107 x 50mm
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Six shapes cover most hand-building and throwing needs.
Available in four hardnesses:
very soft (red) Great for compressing slabs, burnishing rims, chamois, and handbuilding.
soft (yellow) Perfect for smoothing, burnishing, porcelain, throwing, and handbuilding.
medium (green) Great for compressing bottoms, burnishing, trim marks, throwing, and handbuilding.
firm (blue) Still flexible but stiffer. Great for high burnish and throwing large work.

SMALL RESIN BOWL RIBS
$17.15ea

Large Bowl Ribs also available
$30.00
Dimensions 150 x 100mm
Available in two hardnesses:
soft (yellow)
firm (army green)

Dimensions 102 x 50mm
Available in four hardnesses:
very soft (red)
soft (yellow)
medium (green)
very firm (blue)

RESIN PLATTER RIBS
Long resin ribs with a gradual curve, perfect for
plates & platters.
Available in firm (army green).

Large Firm $34.30ea

Small Size: 190mm
Large Size: 275mm

Small $30.00ea

RASP SHREDDERS
$21.40ea
An excellent sheer form tool
for working on larger
projects without clogging
along surface areas.

SHREDDERS
$17.15ea
Hard resin handle holds
standard surform blade.
Replacement Blades 2 for $12.85

Flat Size: 275 x 38mm
Conical Size: 275 x 30mm
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STAINLESS STEEL RIBS
These ribs are constructed from the finest , flexible stainless steel available, precision cut for a smooth, accurate edge.

SS0

SS1

SS2
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SS0:
SS1:
SS2:
SS4:
SS5:
SS7:

SS7

70 x 37mm
90 x 45mm
99 x 59mm
107 x 51mm
107 x 52mm
140 x 60mm

$18.20
$18.20
$25.70
$18.20
$18.20
$18.20

PAISLEY STAINLESS STEEL SCRAPERS
DRAG TOOL

SS-P: Smooth Plain
SS-P24: Extra Fine Serrated 24 Tooth
SS-P18: Fine Serrated 18 Tooth
These ribs are constructed from the
finest , flexible stainless steel available, precision cut for a smooth, accurate edge.
Dimensions 82 x 44mm.

$42.85ea

Designed to flute greenware or leather
hard clay. Its tapered design and bevelled “scoops” easily whisk away fluted scrap.

SS-P

SS-P24

SS-P18

$21.40ea $38.55ea $25.70ea

STAINLESS STEEL LONG SCRAPERS
These ribs are constructed from the finest , flexible stainless steel available, precision cut for a smooth, accurate edge. Dimensions 152 x 34mm
SS-L: Smooth Plain
SS-L18: Fine Serrated 18 Tooth
SS-L24: Extra Fine Serrated 24 Tooth

SSXL: Extra Long Smooth

$47.15ea

HAX: $25.75ea
Dimensions 146 x 19mm
Micro-fine teeth allow detailed manicuring and
SS-L
SS-L18 SS-L24 finishing. It removes leather hard clay with ease
$25.70ea $38.55ea $38.55ea
and scores and blends wet surfaces as well.
It is bendable so that shape can be customized to suit your sculpting needs.

DO ALL

$42.85ea

The sharpened more familiar spade
shape provides an excellent precise
cutting edge, especial for working the
details around the foot of tea bowls,
bowls and plates.
The curl, provides both a broad surface for smoothing and a tight shape
for detail trimming.

MUDWIRE
Ergonomically designed & made with the same
plastic as the Mudtool Ribs and stainless steel
cable wire that offers clean cuts. Available in
straight or curly wire, for detailed cutting.

Straight
Curly
Heavy Duty
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$15.00ea
$17.15ea
$17.15ea
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